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Please Note: This letter is in response to an appeal from my local power provider Flathead 

Electric Coop in Kalispell, Montana by the CEO Gary Wiens and General Manager Mark 

Johnson in the late June FEC Rural Montana magazine and the November 2021 Light Reading 

flyer, respectively. The appeal is for Coop members to speak up to the their Montana 

Congressional delegation to stop the proposed breaching of four snake river dams which would 

eliminate 3, 033 Megawatts of carbon free renewable energy. 

January 8, 2022 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.  Introduction 

I became involved in property rights in 2004 and set up a web site sending out 

periodic research reports to currently a few hundred property owners regarding my 

findings.  I retired from The Boeing Company in 2000 as an Electrical Engineer 

with a M.S. in Industrial Engineering and Business Administration with a Master 

of Science in Applied Science. This gave me the time to become aware of our 

disappearing unalienable rights. 

I slowly learned how the global to local environmental extremist and name your 

deception code used to take your land, labor, resources by spinning their web of 

lies.  On my web site, I have  8 of 36 chapters devoted to environmental politics 

including; Alternative Energy Myths, Critical Area Ordinances Myths, Embattled 

Property Owner Stories, Endangered Species Mythomania, Environmental 

Extremism, Fish Myths, "Man Caused" Global Warming Myths, Rural Cleansing 

& UN Agenda 21 Junk Social Engineering.  Link 

ABSTRACT: The following 8 sections must be understood first to comprehend how YOUR God 

given abundance of electrical and individual power and other resources are being taken away 

over generations under your nose and replaced with fake power in more ways than one, e.g. 

"alternative energy".  If you have no time to read or do not like to read just scan the titles of 

each section below and you will get the big picture if you have an OPEN MIND.  Also scan my 

web site hot link index pages at the end of this treatise. 

Stated more succinctly - Everything forced upon us is a lie invented by those who are directly 

and indirectly profiting from the takings of our wages, labor, pensions, resources, electrical 

power, property rights, free choice and YOUR CERTAIN ENUMERATED 70 

UNALIENABLE RIGHTS! We have been systemically enslaved again in ONLY 5 generations 

in America.  Time to fight - no more time to whine.  

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/AlternativeEnergyMythReports/2021-11-01%20Flathead%20Electric%20Coop%20Light%20Reading%20Nov%202021.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/UnalienableRightsNew.htm
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/NaturalLawAndRightsReports/YourCertainEnumeratedUnalienableRightsRev11.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/NaturalLawAndRightsReports/YourCertainEnumeratedUnalienableRightsRev11.pdf
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To understand the game of breaching dams and replacing them with so called 

"alternative energy" or "protecting name your species" you must greatly expand 

your belief system otherwise you cannot see through the deception.    The fish are 

the bait and we are the suckers.  

To this end I have spent the last 17 years gathering this evidence to expose the 

global to local fraud being committed to take our energy, resources, property 

rights, wages, and pensions and replace it with fiat worthless dollars and electrical 

power that is ultimately worthless but deceptively used toward our enslavement.  

The theme here is very simple, i.e. everything forced upon us is a lie!  Big Tech, 

MSM, county, state and federal agencies, NGO's, NPO's takings are never vetted to 

the state or US Constitution or LONANG!  Americans are being taken to the 

globalist cleaners.  This is not unlike popping corn, i.e. the popcorn effect!  

Treason and Sedition have quickly become the norm! 

 

2.  Freedom From Environmental Extremism - Undue Influence - Money, 

Power & Politics 

I heard years ago there were 76 environmental activist groups in Missoula and a 

large number also in Bozeman, i.e. the two State University towns where 

government and "non-profit" funding flows.  Ron Arnold wrote two books Undue 

Influence in 1999 and Freezing In The Dark in 2007 regarding how wealthy 

foundations, grant driven environmental groups, interlocking corporate boards and 

directors, universities, and zealous bureaucrats control our future.  There is a global 

to local network of non profits organizations, non government organizations, big 

money, big tech, and big media working together influencing and infiltrating first, 

second and third world countries. 

Here is just a few mentioned in Ron Arnold book Undue Influence; Trust for 

Public Lands, Clean Water Action, League of Conservation Voters, Wilderness 

Society, World Wildlife Fund, Citizen Action, Natural Resources Defense Council, 

Friends of the earth, Wilderness Society, Sierra Club, The Nature Conservancy, 

Tennessee Environmental Action Fund, Southern Environmental Law Center, 

Rockefeller Family Fund, World Resources Institute, Sierra Club Political Action 

Committee, National Audubon Society, World Watch Institute, Teresa Heinz 
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Winslow Foundation, Endangered Species Coalition, SW Forest Alliance, 

Evangelical Environmental Network. Organized Ancient Forest Campaign, The 

Tides Center, Environmental Media Services, Environmental Information Center, 

Paul Brainerd, Center for Biological Diversity, The Antiquities Act, Ted Turner 

Foundation, on and on.  Ted Turner owns land in Montana, Nebraska, New 

Mexico, Colorado, Georgia, Florida, South Carolina, and Argentina.  He owns 1.35 

million acres more land that The Nature Conservancy which owns or has 

conservations easement on 1.17 million acres in the USA according to Ron Arnold, 

Undue Influence.     

Big money is swallowing up our rural land and changing the local traditions in 

many seductive and deceptive ways.  Another example in Montana is American 

Prairie Reserve buying up large ranches in NE Montana and bringing in bison and 

dropping the fences and taking the land out of the tax roles and operating them as 

an open range private park. Read more research on environmental extremism here.  

The locals via United Property Owners of Montana are fighting this green takeover 

by new legislation.   

Read this two page report by American Stewards titled The Naivety of Green 

Republicans if you think it is only the left that lives in greentopia. 

  

3.  Freedom From Water Takings 

There is a big movement to turn your water into gold.  Nestle and Halliburton 

corporations are leading this effort.  Traditional water rights are being trampled on.  

I have a ranch friend in Colorado who I quote on my web site, Link.  Roni says the 

State is filling water applications for appropriations even though the State's water 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromEnvironmentalExtremism.html
https://americanstewards.us/?s=the+naivety+of+green+repu+li+ans
https://americanstewards.us/?s=the+naivety+of+green+repu+li+ans
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromWaterTakings.htm
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is fully appropriated. The State sends out some 4700 notices of Water Rights 

abandonment but the forms are deliberately misleading which lead people to give 

up their water rights.  She says "water corporations are the biggest happening in the 

U.S. and no except the thieves are paying attention."  China says "to own the water 

you own the world".  

The tribes are being used by the Federal Government to roll up water, mineral and 

timber resources.   The CSKT Compact here in Montana was a classic example of 

this with the federal government working with the state and the tribes to transfer 

the  Kerr Dam to the tribes giving away some one million a year in tax revenue to 

Lake County as well as 100 mile radius around each of the 6 reservations.  Elaine 

Willman a local activist and author has demonstrated how the federal agencies are 

gaming the laws to roll up our property and water rights. Link here to see my 

research. I hear similar smaller scale stories of fed agencies aggressively trying to 

mess with water and bridges in Lake County.  Few people can believe the enormity 

of these takings, let alone comprehend how the takings game is played.  Link here 

to see my research on Water Takings.  The tribes are being subsidized some 20 

billion annually plus given gambling rights on public land now they want all the 

water, timber and mineral rights.  So everybody wins including the bankers and the 

tax payer gets the tax payments and the debt. 

4.  Freedom From Man Caused Global Warming and Climate Change Myths 

Man caused global warming myth is another green extreme funded global to local 

lie.  Man's contribution to CO2 is ONLY .117%.  Global temperatures have cyclic 

widely showing extreme changes going back to least 2400 BC.  Global 

temperatures variations over time are highly correlated to solar sun spot cycle NOT 

man! 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromWaterTakings.htm
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromWaterTakings.htm
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromWaterTakings.htm
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromWaterTakings.htm
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Pulp mills smell so shall we stop producing paper?  Surgery used to be highly 

infectious until we understood the cause and how to reduce it. The manufacturing 

of circuit boards yields toxic waste so do we stop making printed circuit boards?  

Washington State industry gives off 120 tons of SO2 daily and the Centralia Coal 

plant after pollution control equipment gives off 27 tons of SO2 daily. Pollution 

control on pulp mills, circuit board manufacturing, coal plants, automobiles, 

industry in general is always improving.  Septic and drain field technology has 

become so advanced that they have systems currently where you can literally drink 

you waste water.  The point is that the global to local green gangrene extreme are 

like children, they have no discipline, no common sense, no engineering.  

However, they are funded by massive wealth from globalist, transnational 

corporations, very elite family foundations and retired big tech looking to make a 

name for themselves and for more power, profit and control. The green extreme 

will never have enough even when they control everyone.  Too much power and 

money changes ones common sense, values and belief systems.  The point here is 

let us not give our water rights to the fish or the government or environmental 

extremists or the some 562 tribes rapidly growing funded by government handouts 

and networks of power mongering foundations.  

Hot Talk, Cold Science is out of print and a new edition is promised soon - From 

Barnes and Noble for $26.95. 

Look at all the books ridiculing the lie of "man caused global warming: 

Climatology Is A False Religion, Understanding The Global Warming Hoax, 

Climate of Corruption - Politics and Power Behind the Global Warming Hoax, The 

Greatest Hoax: How the Global Warming Conspiracy Threatens Your Future, The 

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/hot-talk-cold-science-s-fred-singer/1113924160?ean=9781598133431
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/hot-talk-cold-science-s-fred-singer/1113924160?ean=9781598133431
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Climate Change Argument, The History and Science That Expose a Major 

International Deception,   Climate Ecopolitics, Unreported Truth - Climate Hoax 

2030 - Global Warming, Rear Politics and a Totalitarian Techno-Fascist Future? 

Agenda 21 - The Great Reset - The Green Deal; Exposed, Climate Change and 

International Politics, A Sinister Charade: The Global Warming Hoax, 

Inconvenient Facts: Proving Global Warming Is a Hoax, Republic of Lies, The 

Climate Change Hoax: Pathway to Socialism, A Layman's Guide to Understanding 

the Global Warming Hoax, Hot Talk, Cold Science, etcetera, etcetera.  I hope you 

get the picture of the truth. 

5.  Freedom From "Endangered Species" Myth 

Finally, I would like to put a nail in the coffin of the so called "endangered 

species".  I devote one web site section to this myth and have researched it for 17 

years. Mass extinctions on this planet are quite common. Taking legal action to 

return the beetle to "Endangered Species" status is all about money and control, i.e. 

taking unprecedented power over your property, wages, and life.  The 

establishment of the so called "Endangered Species Act" is too deny the scientific 

evidence that these cycles of species extinction is caused by sun spot activity, 

geomagnetic reversals, polar reversals, asteroid collisions, i.e. solar and cosmic 

phenomena we are still researching to fully understand. There is also evidence that 

mass extinctions do both create new species AND destroy old ones by breaking the 

evolutionary rigidity of ecosystems and allowing opportunistic replacement.  Link 

to my research here.  Follow and sign up for American Stewards feeds on the truth 

and join their delisting movement. 

6.  Freedom From Environmental Extremism  

The message above is environmental extremism is intentionally created and 

propagated by those who directly and indirectly benefit.  The direct and indirect 

benefit is power and money by rolling up resources and herding people into a co-

dependent mind set where they have lost control of their own water, electrical 

power, food, property, transportation, self defense, control of their country borders, 

quality of their life, loss of their traditions, ability to get a job including to save and 

retire early enough in their to enjoy life. 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromEndangeredSpeciesMythomania.htm
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromEndangeredSpeciesMythomania.htm
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Creating myths regarding electrical power is a classical way the Deep State and 

globalist take away the most dependable local sources of fuel we need to keep 

America free and independent.  So they vilify fossil fuel, hydro electric power and 

oil because the U.S. has lots of it and we even export coal and oil.  The green 

extreme agenda at the globalist level where the big money flows from is for power 

and control.  Smearing and degrading hydro electric dams is all about fear 

mongering propaganda.  If they can get Americans and any country to not use their 

most abundant resources and to become dependent on a false and unreliable 

sources of power like solar and wind they will accomplish their mission.  This 

tactic is no different than creating a fiat worthless currency and forcing the country 

off the gold standard.  The debt becomes the base of profit and not value.  

Alternative energy is equivalent to debt. So called "alternative energy" is to the 

globalist as debt is to the central and world banks.   

7.  Freedom From "Alternative Energy" Myths 

Alternative energy like solar and wind is subsidized and is not profitable and the 

cost per delivered KWH is huge compared to coal, hydro and natural gas.  

Furthermore, so called "alternative energy" is highly unreliable, extremely high 

maintenance cannot be stored, extremely weather dependent and its output power 

is near useless for the modern homes and certainly commercial and industrial 

purposes.  Wind mills take tons of copper and other mineral ore that are extremely 

expensive.   Turbine blades are rendered inoperable due to ice. Wind turbine blades 

are made of fiberglass and composites and do not deteriorate so become 

graveyards of toxic trappings.  Renewable energy does not have the current to 

supply the heavy power load demand of industry and commercial requirements. 

The takings of electrical power, mining, water, timber, rural private and public 

property by mass global to local deception policies and propaganda down to the 

grade school levels over generations is the perspective you must have to see the 

globalist game plan.  Environmentalism is a recipe for self destruction. These 

takings are like the tide rolling in bringing the debris of misrepresentation and lies, 

e.g. breaching your most reliable sources of commercial and industrial power from 

hydro electric dams for the fish as if there were no better alternatives.  Then the 

tide sweeps out your individual, state and national sovereignty, independence, 

traditions, free choice and gradually turn your power off in a few generations.  
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Link here to see my research on the reality of so called "alternative energy".  Great 

report by Hayden Ludwig of Capital Research - "The Left's War on Coal and the 

Coming Green New World." 

Many of you may go to the thought "conspiracy".  Here is the Merriam-Webster 

definition.   

Essential Meaning of conspiracy 

1: a secret plan made by two or more people to do something that is harmful or illegal, e.g.  The CIA 

uncovered a conspiracy against the government.  

2: the act of secretly planning to do something that is harmful or illegal, e.g. they were accused of 

conspiracy to commit murder.  

Full Definition of conspiracy 

1: the act of conspiring together they were accused of conspiracy to commit murder.  

2a: an agreement among conspirators uncovered a conspiracy against the government  

2b: a group of conspirators a conspiracy made up of disgruntled aristocrats  

 

So the word conspiracy is real as opposed to fear mongering, misrepresentation 

and the spreading of false flags. Redefining the truth is typical of how the globalist 

extreme operate.  They have the wealth and the power to change anything they 

want.  "Resistance is futile" is their motto.   

The globalist plays chess on a global to national to local level.  The winner takes 

all and that includes your most reliable forms of electrical power! We are living in 

a cesspool of deception and lies created by a vast network of self benefiting 

divisive power mad wealthy foundations, grant driven environmental 

organizations, big tech, mainstream media, infiltrated government agencies, 

hungry universities, and corrupt politicians. 

Capital Research Center tracks the green extreme takings here, check it out and 

add to your Favorites to monitor. 

  

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromAlternativeEnergyMyths.htm
https://capitalresearch.org/article/the-lefts-war-on-coal-part-1/
https://capitalresearch.org/article/the-lefts-war-on-coal-part-1/
https://capitalresearch.org/article/the-lefts-war-on-coal-part-1/
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/conspire
https://capitalresearch.org/category/green-watch/
https://capitalresearch.org/category/green-watch/
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American is in the 3rd Stage of devolution, see graph above 

 

8.  Freedom From Water Takings 

There is a tidal wave movement to turn your water into the new gold. Nestle and 

Halliburton corporations leading the pack while forcing people into "Smart Cities" 

for over control of resources and Citizens life and death. Bless your life and your 

water to a higher consciousness than the dark side purposes. 

Water is being taken from every angle. Here is just one example from a Colorado 

rancher property rights and Patriot friend. 

12/20/2020 

"I'm saying the 18 feet they raised the water table was the 17" on the first floor of 

our home.  All over our state they're filing applications for appropriation...even 

though the state's fully appropriated.  There's more. Statewide, they sent out 

approx. 4700 notices of Water Rights abandonment, which is an every 10 year 

deal. But, here's the kicker. The forms are deliberately misleading. Folks that is not 

as informed as I will unwittingly give away their rights.  

Anyway, water corruption is the biggest happening in the U.S., and no one except 
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the thieves is paying attention. China said (paraphrased), "to own the water you 

own the world."  Roni Sylvester, Colorado. 

The Montana Confederation of Salish and Kootenai Tribes (CSKT) Water 

Compact is another example of the federal government using state and tribal 

politics to control vast resources of a state they otherwise could not get their hands 

on.  Check out the story on my site especially the Anatomy of the CSKT, Inc. 

Water Compact. Link here and scroll down to Section 1. 

The Central Banking Warfare Investment Model - How it controls large 

populations and resources - See below excerpt from my web site. 

Okay Ms. Fitts: "...... you mention as a prime factor that governs our lives on planet 

earth for roughly the last 500 years “the central banking- warfare investment model.” 

Can you describe to us at the beginning of this interview some of the essential 

characteristics, rationales and goals 

of that “model”? 
 

“The central banking-warfare investment model” is really a control model, through which a 

small group of people can control the most resources on the most profitable basis. 

Essentially what happens is:  

Central banks print money and then the military makes sure that other parties accept it and 

that the financial system continues to have liquidity.  

The question many people ask with regards to a fiat currency, which is a paper currency, is: 

Why would anybody take paper, which has no value? They take the paper, because it’s part 

of the enforcement and military supervision, if you will, of the network that is printing the 

money. The system has created a fantastically profitable way of controlling large 

populations and access to resources very cheaply.  

Let’s say for a second that Mr. Global is in charge of “the central banking-warfare 

investment model”: Mr. Global prints money and then people take that paper and give him 

in essence what he needs to buy up and control the national resources. The 

population is dependent on his paper and then he controls all the real things. Also through 

the military, he can steal whatever he wants. And organized crime is a very important 

component as well, because it can 

be expansive to drop an army and to occupy a place. If he can take over a place and buy that 

place with the place’s own money, it’s much more efficient, and that’s where the drug 

business traditionally comes in. It’s basically part of a model for controlling a territory with 

huge resources in the cheapest way possible." 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromWaterTakings.htm
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2010-9-3 Behind the Wheel With Catherine - About Her & Interview 

"Although it is unpleasant to acknowledge, we are caught up in an invisible war. We are being 

tricked and, in many cases, we can't see the game. It follows that if we don't know we're being 

'played,' we won't know how to protect ourselves. My goal is to remove the barriers that prevent 

you from seeing this game: how it affects your money, your health, and your safety. Then I can 

help you take action. This is why I am doing The Solari Report." 

Catherine Austin Fitts  

https://solari.com/ - Listen to short audio clip on "Mind Control"  

Learn How Everything You Own Is Stolen - 

You Don't Know THEM, See THEM Nor Elect THEM  

 

8.  The Truth on Hydro Electrical Power 

 Removal of our most natural form of industrial level of power by building dams is 

environmental nonsense which is rooted in the global to local wealthy elite funding 

these networks of propaganda, misrepresentation, false flags and lies. 

There is no substitute for hydro electric power and there are no alternatives to the 

reservoirs of water for irrigation, buffering for both agriculture and power demand 

in low water seasons. 

Hydroelectric dams are financially viable and also provide flood control, recreation 

and are ideal for America's abundant water resources. 

Better yet, there is more available hydro energy, true alternative energy, found in 

some 550 non-powered dams in America.  The global to local extremists do not 

want this truth to be known.  If these 550 non-powered dams are harnessed with 

generators this would supply 90% of our current power capacity.  The return on 

investment for the Lake Champlain Basin in upstate New York, Vermont  and 

south Quebec shows all 6 dams would more than pay for the cost in one year.  

Solar and wind cannot add this amount of power capacity at this ROI.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/unFederalunReserve/2010-09-03%20Behind%20the%20Wheel%20-%20Artikel%20-%20chaostheorien_de.mht
http://solari.com/store/the_solari_report
http://solari.com/store/the_solari_report
http://solari.com/
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromUnFederalUnReserveNew.asp
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromUnFederalUnReserveNew.asp
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Link here to check out my research on 

the many virtues of hydroelectric dams.   

Everyone must expand their 

consciousness to better grasp the 

enormity of the unnecessary takings of 

our natural resources, electrical power, 

borders, wages, pensions, private 

property, and election systems by lies 

and clever misrepresentation.  The 

globalist use media, academia, foundations, NGO's, 

government agencies they have created over centuries 

to evolve their power and deception.  They use usury, 

printed paper of no value and circulate it into every 

corner of the world making a form of paper debt to 

extort nations into slave states.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromAlternativeEnergyMyths.htm
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromAlternativeEnergyMyths.htm
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/WhyPrivatePropertyAndWagesCannotBeTaxed.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/Brotherhood of Darkness - Revised 11-22-2020 New Background.docx
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromTaking.htm
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Forbes Summary of 

global bow tie study 

above 

 

Massive national, transnational and global wealth INDIVIDUALS, 

intentionally, over generations, enslave nations and SOVEREIGN 

individuals taking their core resources, e.g. labor, property rights, usage 

of public and private land, water, timber,  minerals, individual God given 

DIVINE free will.  THIS IS NEVER ACCIDENTAL OR RANDOM. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bruceupbin/2011/10/22/the-147-companies-that-control-everything/?sh=365307da5105
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bruceupbin/2011/10/22/the-147-companies-that-control-everything/?sh=365307da5105
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bruceupbin/2011/10/22/the-147-companies-that-control-everything/?sh=365307da5105
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/Globalism is the Disease - The Deep State Rats are the Carriers Who Morph Their Shape.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2011-10-10 Gobal Control Bow Tie Study Original I think.pdf
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Sincerely,  

 

Jack Venrick           

Jack Venrick 

Rollins, Montana 

www.freedomforallseasons.org 

jacksranch@freedomforallseasons.org  

Pioneer Family of Montana - Early Settlers 

Pioneer Family of Nebraska 

Pioneer Family of Wisconsin 

The Boeing Company 

30 Years Service - Retired 

Montana State University 

B.S. Electrical Engineering 

M.S. Applied Science - 

M.S. Business Administration 

M.S. Industrial Engineering 

 

PICK YOUR PATH - AWAKEN TO YOUR FREE 
WILL AND ABUNDANCE!   NEVER EVER 
RESET TO THE GLOBALIST DECEPTION 
LEADING TO YOUR ENSLAVEMENT …..Using 
constant resets by those who never ask for 
your consent nor ever vet their takings with 
the State AND US Constitutions AND the 
Laws of Nature and Natures God.  We are 
being constantly reset into enslavement to 
the transnational corporate globalist Matrix 
and THEIR municipal corporations, federal 
agencies, Non Government Organizations 
and Non Profit Organizations.   

Jack 
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